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1. Introduction

In the US, there are two sets of key decommissioning records clearly identified - those that are
essential for planning the D&D of a facility and then those that are the result of the decommissioning
process itseIf. In some cases, the regulatory authorities require and in others advise the licensees of
the records that may be useful or which are required to be kept from the decommissioning. In the

remainder of this paper, I will attempt to highlight some important aspects of decommissioning
recordkeeping.

II. Impact of Immediate and Deferred D&D Strategies

The selection of a D&D strategy for a particular facility will impact the recordkeeping needs of a
facility. When a facility is shutdown, the process of ensuring appropriate records are kept for D&D
should be the joint responsibility of the facility user and the D&D organization.

Immediate dismantlement should result in no lapse in having adequate records available to support
D&D. With good planning from shutdown through and into D&D, all records should be available to
support the transition to the D&D phase.

Deferred dismantlement poses a problem with regard to D&D records. The method used to save
records (i.e., hard copy, computer, etc.) is critical in determining how useful the records are in the
fiture when D&D is planned. Overtime recordkeeping methods will and must change. Also, since
the D&D is deferred and personnel will be gone, as will recent knowledge of operating experiences,
it is critical to ensure there are no lapses in documents retained. A key issue here may really be how
the records are saved - hard copy or scanned images or some other electronic means.

III. Regulatory Recordkeepinq Requirements for Decommissioning

Various regulatory agencies provide general guidance on the types of information that should be
maintained by an operator or license for eventual facility decommissioning. Although specific to
certain facility types in the regulations, in general, these records would be useftd to any nuclear
facility licensee in decommissioning]. For commercial NPP, these requirements are specified in
Federal regulations which direct that those records important to safe and effective decommissioning
should be kept in a central location for fbture use until the license is terminated by the regulator.
Some specific records to be preserved include:
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Levels and locations of radiatiotiradioactivity and quantities of specific
radionuclides present in areas that are to be decommissioned.
spill records or other unusual occurrences over a facility operating lifetime
up-to-date drawing files (including experimental apparatus)
potential locations of inaccessible contamination.

These centrally located files for decommissioning should be located in a clearly identified area and
designated as containing records and information pertinent to decommissioning. Facility operating
procedures should clearly identi~ the need for and responsibility for collecting, maintaining,
updating and retrieving these decommissioning records. These records should be periodically
reviewed by facility management to ensure that they are complete and able to eventually support the
intended decommissioning function.

There may be other records that maybe important to the decommissioning activity but which are
maintained in a different location for any of a number of reasons. If this is the case, there should be
a reference in the central D&D records file to this fact and also a reference to where these records
can be found.

If the facility has been used for research purposes these oflen pose a special problem in that many of
the experiment set-ups may not be well documented in design drawings or as-built drawings. This is
a problem that is often encountered. Also another problem is that there may have been operational
recordkeeping differences between the period during which the facility was operational and now. In
other words, the record-keeping requirements may have changed or there may also be security driven
requirements for why certain records were not kept or made available.

IV. Regulatory Recordkeeping Requirements from Decommissioning

As a result of a 1989 audit of the USNRC decommissioning activities, there were several
recommendations made about decommissioning records. The results of the audit recommended that
NRC obtain and keep decommissioning records for a period of time longer than the 10 years it had
previously kept them for. The NRC agreed with this recommendation and established a new,
uniform records retention period of 20 years after license termination for reactor and materials
license case files and permanent retention for all records determined to have significant historical
value4.

See Appendices A’ and B“ for more details of records that a regulator may consider to comprise the
D&D segment in a licensee file.

v. Licensee Recordkeeping for D&D

Many of the same operational records that describe or document how well a facility is operating are
also the most usefid ones for planning the D&D of the same facility. These records will be usefhl for
understanding the plant operating characteristics and will point the D&D planners to specific areas
that may or definitely will require special attention in the D&D process.



Important records are developed and created during the life of a facility - from and through the
closure process of a given facilityz. With each omission in recordkeeping, there will be an addition
risk and a certain element of the unknown that the work force will then face in doing the
decommissioning.

Some key construction records that should be kept include:

● Complete as-built drawings
● Construction photos (with captions)
● Procurement construction records with types and quantities of materials used during

the construction
● Specifications for equipment and components including suppliers, weight, size and

material of construction.

Some key operation records that should

● Safety analysis reports
● Technical manuals

be kept include:

● Environmental assessments
● Power history
● Radiological survey reports
● Operating and maintenance procedures
● Abnormal occurrence reports
● Deactivation pkms/procedures/reports
● Technical specifications
● Design changes and updated drawings

Regulators may stipulate that certain of these records are to be maintained in the facility operating
licenses Technical Specifications.

VI. Licensee Recordkeeping from D&D

The following key records should be collected and preserved from the decommissioning activity to
provide a detailed record of the decommissioning activity2:

Planning Phase

● Environmental assessment
● Environmental Impact Statement (if required)
● Decommissioning Plan
● Activity Specifications
● Project Management Plan
● Funding Plan
● Cost & Schedule estimates
● Characterization survey



Dismantlement and Restoration Phase

● Detailed work procedures
● Safety analyses report
● Periodic status reports
● Final site survey report
● Final project report
● License modificationhermination

At many of the DOE sites, there is Project Data Packages (PDP) prepared for each D&D project at
the time the project is completed. The PDPs detail at a high summary level the key results, lessons
learned, documents and events in the life of the completed D&D project. The PDP is often used to
prepare the final report for the project sponsor and institutional record. The PDP typically contains
the following:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Project title, Identification and authorization
Physical, radiological and hazardous material
Project management plan
Environmental compliance documentation
Decommissioning technical plan
Design reviews and safety evaluations
Waste management data
Detailed work procedures
Readiness reviews and assessments
Radiological survey records
Property disposition records
Release criteria
Special problems and solutions
Incident reports
Cost and schedule status reports
Final radiological and chemical survey reports
Independent verification survey reports
Release restrictions - if any
Project Final Report
Record of Completion
Supporting engineering documents
Public notices

characterization and analysis reports

The PDP is retained both by the site operator and a copy is provided to the DOE. After 5 years the
PDP is archived in the US Government Archives per DOE requirements.

● a copy of the Final Site Survey and Decommissioning Plan
● a summary of the survey unit measurements (survey unit averages)
● hot spot area



● survey instrument description and calibration records
● records of data reductions and comparison to guidelines
● results of any investigations to determine the cause of elevated measurements/failures

to meet criteria
● results of site inspections, meetings, reports and correspondence
● results of close-out inspections and surveys including split-spoon samples collected

and evaluated
● completed Materials License Termination/Retirement Form

VII. Records Management Center

The most effective method shown for records management from our experience is to have a centralized
office (the Records Management Center or RMC) where the records management function is
controlled. Under optimal conditions, this would be an organization independent of the project team
who can ensure the proper protocols are used to add to, update, or remove records from the central
records center. The Work Control Center which directs day-to-day decommissioning activities draws
all pertinent details for project implementation from this center.

Auditors and

D&D Team S&M Team

exposure
- equipment lists
- calibration records

Work Control
Center
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VIII. Records Management Techniques

Records for and from D&D can be stored based on the actual D&D approach to be implemented -
many D&D entities still use a central Work Control Center (WCC) for D&D where all procedures,
plans and records are centralized for the project. The WCC can bethought of as a sub-set of the RMC.
Other entities may have additional copies of project records, but the WCC maintains a central file that
is the record for the project. These storage locations are documented in the Project QA Plan.
Distribution of revised copies/mark up drawings, etc., are controlled by the RMC and WCC in
compliance with the project QA Plan.

Many organizations are still using paper copies of drawings and other procedures and plans. These
approaches are acceptable, however, some sites are going to more advanced systems for their
recordkeeping fi.mction. One example of this is a system such as the STREAM System for
recordkeeping and providing access to the project and facility record by the entire project team5. This
was recently used on a D&D project at Hanford and proved to be very successful.

IX. Long Term Records Management

Records may be maintained using either a conventional or advanced records management system for
control of and retention of drawings and documents. The typical project would use a shelved filing
system maintaining hard copies or paper copies of relevant records. As decommissioning work
progresses, the records are updated also to reflect this progress.

Recently some advanced information management systems such as STREAMS and others have come
onto the market. These systems are more commonly used on larger projects, although it is still not
unusual to find the system described above still being used on smaller projects as well.

If deferred dismantlement is being planned as the decommissioning approach, the decision as to what
system is used for records management can impact the ease (in the future) in how the
decommissioning will proceed. Recently, atone of the DOE sites, a multi-media database referred to
as STREAM was used on a D&D project. The STREAM database consolidates many of the project
information/data sets into a single easily accessible place for day-to-day work performance and
management tracking. Information inputs can range from procedures, reports and references to waste
generation and logs to photographs and contaminant survey maps. Key features of this system are
quick and easy information organization and retrieval, versatile information display options and a
variety of visual imaging methods. These elements have been found to enhance productivity and
compliance and facilitate communications with project staff, clients and regulators. This tool also
gives visual access to areas reducing the number of entries into these contaminated work areas. The
STREAM system can support up to 50 different workstations.

x. Lessons Learned

As built drawings are only as good as the operators allow them to be. There is always a possibility that
as built records are not 100°/0 accurate. Many research reactors and other experimental facilities have
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no detail drawings on the apparatus or equipment in their facilities. This is a common problem in
D&D projects,

Many good sources of lessons learned include these related to recordkeeping can be found on Internet
sites such as: NRC (http: //www.nrc.gov) and DOE Operating Experiences (http: //www.eh.doe.gov)
and specifically the USDOE Decommissioning Program Lessons Learned web site
(http://www.tis. eh.doe.gov/ll/).
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Appendix A

Documents that Comprise the Decommissioning Segment of Reactor Case Files

The documents listed below will be maintained separately within the official case file for permanent
retention:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Applications for possession-only license

Possession-only license amendment and any associated technical specifications (TS)

Decommissioning or Dismantling Plan and associated TS changes

Requests for additional information on possession-only applications and
Decommissioning/Dismantling Plans; All responses from licensees pertaining to requests
for additional information

Federal Register Notices for possession-only applications and
Decommissioning/Dismantling Plans

Decommissioning/Dismantling orders

Final site surveys by licensees

Final site surveys by regional inspectors

All license amendments and associated TS changes following the initial application by
the licensee for possess-only licenses

All documents related to financial assurance for decommissioning, including
decommissioning tiding plans, certifications of financial assurance for
decommissioning, related cost estimates, and records of fi.mding methods

Records of spills and other unusual occurrences involving the spread of contamination
in and around the facility, equipment, or site

License termination orders and associated safety evaluations

As-built drawings and modifications of structures and equipment in restricted areas
where radioactive materials were used or stored and locations of possible inaccessible
contamination

Any additional documents which refer to decommissioning, decontamination, or
termination of the license, including interim or partial decommissioning of specific
facilities at any time during the history of licensed operations
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Appendix B

Documents that Comprise the Decommissioning Segment of Materials Case Files

The documents listed below will be maintained separately within the official case file for
permanent retention:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

All license applications, amendment requests, and renewal requests

Complete license, including all amendments

Termination amendment
$

Any licensee request for license termination and all supporting documentation,
incIuding plans for completion of decommissioning

Forms dealing with disposition of material (NRC, AEC Form 314, AEC Form HQ-277,
and other forms) and/or letters from licensees dealing with disposition and status of
material

Reports of NRC closeout inspections

Letter of certification from NRC official saying license can be terminated

Any closeout survey by NRC, the licensee, or a contractor working for either NRC or
the licensee

Any additional documents dealing with disposition of waste or other material or
residual contamination on the site, including records of onsite burials

All documents related to financial assurance for decommissioning, including
decommissioning funding plans, certifications of financial assurance for
decommissioning, related cost estimates, and records of tiding methods

Records of spills and other unusual occurrences involving the spread of contamination
in and around the facility, equipment, or site

As-built drawings and modifications of structures and equipment in restricted areas
where radioactive materials were used or stored and locations of possible inaccessible
contamination

Any additional documents which refer to decommissioning, decontamination, or
termination of the license, including interim or partial decommissioning of specific
facilities at any time during the history of licensed operations
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